
ENERGY BALANCE P2
T H E  D E E P E R  N U A N C E S



It is easy to understand that we obtain energy from food and that we expend it
through 4 unique pathways (together termed total daily energy expenditure).
However, there are nuances within these 4 pathways that determine the extent of
how much energy we expend.  Let's dive into these and what they mean. 

ENERGY EXPENDITURE
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Resting Metabolic Rate 

RMR is the largest component of energy expenditure, accounting for around 60 to
65% of TDEE. This percentage is quite stable over our life time but there are certain
variables that impact on it. 

RMR is closely related to our body composition, with higher levels of fat free mass
meaning a higher RMR. Additionally, gender and age related differences are seen.
Finally, chronic energy restriction and/or excessive exercise regimes can downregulate
RMR levels. 

Non-Exercise Activity

Typically is accounts for 10 to 15% of TDEE but this can be lower or higher
depending on the individual. Again, body composition impacts on NEAT, while
lifestyle and behavioural tendencies are the greatest impacting factors. 

Those with more sedentary lifestyles and behaviours will have drastically lower NEAT
levels. Step counting is a good barometer of NEAT levels.

The More Subtle Nuances

What does energy output consist of?



The energy cost of eating is around 10% of TDEE but is impacted upon by diet
composition. Protein has a much higher energy cost (to break down) than both
carbohydrates and fat. 

As a side not, apart from alcohol, protein is the nutrient that is least likely for the
body to store as fat.  

This would suggest a diet high in protein would have added benefit to someone
wanting to lose weight and/or body fat. 

Exercise Activity Thermogenesis

EAT is all of the purposeful exercise you do in a day, and is usually characterised by
moderate-high intensity, heavy breathing, sweating.  Thus, the intensity, duration
and mode of exercise have major impacts on the extent of the energy that you'll
expend.

Diet-Induced Thermogenesis
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TAKE HOME POINTS

Fat

You're likely wondering what the point of most of the above information is! Well, it's
crucial. It is this info that will help drive positive and meaningful weight change. Here
are the key points for you to focus on:

Think of the Cumulative Effect, not the Isolated.

Given the relationship between body composition and RMR,
be sure to include some resistance training into your
schedule for maintenance/growth of muscle mass. 

Stop beating yourself up if you do not get to the gym 3+ times
per week. Remember that lifestyle behaviours such as taking the
stairs and walking more will likely have a larger cumulative effect
on long-term body composition. 

Lift Some Weight

Remember N.E.A.T 

Both NEAT and EAT can be classified together as physical
activity energy expenditure. Be sure to have non-
negotiable targets to ensure you maintain a healthy level
of physical activity across each week. 

Set Goals & Targets  
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Fat
9 calories per

gram
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Fuel appropriately according to your activity level. Greater
activity levels, especially of higher intensity and longer
duration will increase the carbohydrate demands imposed
on the body. "Fuel for the work required" 

"Fuel for the work required"

When in a dieting phase, a higher protein intake can help
bring about better results compared to a diet of equal
calories but of lower protein. This is due to the higher
energy cost of eating protein. 

Prioritise Protein



ENERGY INTAKE

Fat

Influences on energy intake is a more complex topic than that of energy expenditure.
The reason being is that the internal and external influences are so powerful. The venn
diagram below outlines the main impacting factors on our energy intake. 

Environment Dictates Performance 
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The three determining forces behind
energy intake are:

1 - Central regulation - this is how
the brain processes information it
receives and indicates us to eat or
not and exercise more or less. 

2 - Peripheral signals - generated
mainly in our gastrointestinal tract
but also fat tissue and pancreas.
These tissues secrete various
hormones that alter the sensations
of hunger and help determine how
much we eat. 

3 - External factors - these include
social factors, palatability, habits,
stress and environment. 
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You have no concrete conscious control of the central and peripheral regulation,
apart from the effect of exercise. However, you have an abundance of control over
the external factors. This is why the these factors are the most important focus of
any individual striving to achieve an energy balance, surplus or deficit. 

Optimising where you eat your food, how you eat your food and what food you eat
can make a lasting impact on your ability to control your appetite and energy
intake.  

Setting appropriate personal guidelines for social gatherings will allow you the
flexibility to enjoy the foods and treats you love, in smaller portions, without
compromising your goals.  

Before looking to your hormones or genetics an inescapable fate,  take back
control of the controllables. 

TAKE CONTROL


